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Abstract
Altering the composition of lithium- and manganese-rich transition metal oxides used in lithium ion batteries may have a dramatic
impact on their long-term viability as storage solutions for clean-energy automotive applications. Their structure has been widely
debated: conflicting conclusions drawn from individual studies often considering different compositions have made it challenging
to reach a consensus and inform future research. Here, complementary electron microscopy techniques over a wide range of
lengthscales reveal the effect of lithium-to-transition-metal-ratio on the surface and bulk structure of these materials. We found that
decreasing the lithium-to-transition metal-ratio resulted in a significant change in terms of order and atomic-level local composition
in the bulk of these cathode materials. However, throughout the composition range studied, the materials were made up of just
the monoclinic phase, with some chemical ordering defects that increased with a decrease in lithium content. In contrast, the
spinel-structured surface present on specific crystallographic facets exhibited no noticeable structural change with composition.
This observation warrants a re-examination of phase transformation studies, which have assumed that the surface structure of the
pristine materials is the same as in the bulk.
Advances in the electrification of vehicles and the success-1
ful implementation of a decentralized electricity grid that effi-2
ciently utilizes renewable energy sources is largely dependent3
on the development of materials that would result into energy4
storage systems with substantially superior energy density, cy-5
cle life and safety compared to those provided by the state-6
of-the-art batteries. Applications such as electric cars specif-7
ically require batteries that exhibit not only very a high ca-8
pacity to alleviate range anxiety, but also longer lifetimes and9
demand higher standards of safety. It is known that increas-10
ing the lithium content in layered transition metal oxides ma-11
terials (LiMO2, where M refers to a combination of transi-12
tion metals such as cobalt, manganese and nickel) to a general13
composition of Li1+xM1-xO2 can lead to much higher capac-14
ities, typically more than 250 mAh/g [1]. However, in spite15
of the increased capacities found in Li- and Mn-rich transi-16
tion metal oxides (referred to as LMRTMO in general, where17
x > 0 and LMR NMC where the transition metals are specif-18
ically nickel, manganese and cobalt), their commercial appli-19
cation has been hindered by severe shortcomings in the mate-20
rials, including a large first-cycle irreversible capacity loss [2],21
voltage and capacity fade [3], DC resistance rise at low state22
of charge and transition metal dissolution [4]. Most of the23
LMRTMO compounds studied so far have a relatively high24
lithium-to-transition metal (TM) ratio of around 1.5. Recent25
electron microscopy studies on these materials have shown26
that their bulk structure consists of domains corresponding27
to monoclinic variants [5, 6], while the surfaces of certain28
facets consist of a spinel structure [6]. It could be argued29
that decreasing the amount of extra lithium could mitigate the30
aforementioned issues, albeit at the cost of reduced capacities31
considering the fact that these issues are less severe in lay-32
ered oxides without excess lithium. However, there have been33
very few studies on LMRTMOs with intermediate Li/M ra-34
tios. Furthermore, to our knowledge the only study on effect35
of composition on structure was performed on LMRTMOwith36
manganese and nickel [7, 8], and no detailed study on LMR37
NMC, a more popular cathode material owing to its higher38
capacity, has been reported thus far. The majority of avail-39
able literature deals with either "stoichiometric" LiMO2 or Li-40
rich chemistries with high Li/TM ratios such as Li1.2M0.8O2,41
where M is typically Mn, Co and Ni or LMRTMOs with a42
much higher Li/TM ratio. The structure of these materials43
with lower Li/TM ratio and its effect on electrochemical prop-44
erties are not clearly understood.45
In this paper, we analyze several LMR NMC compositions46
with varying Li/TM ratio and systematically study the effect47
of bulk and surface structure on the electrochemical perfor-48
mance of these cathode materials. From an applications point49
of view, the study was conducted with a goal to find an opti-50
mum composition that could maximize the cathode material’s51
energy while reducing the voltage fade over cycling. Samples52
with three different Li/M ratios were studied using electron53
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microscopy techniques such as high angle annular dark field54
(HAADF) imaging in the scanning electron transmission mi-55
croscope (STEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS),56
X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) and virtual im-57
ages formed from STEM diffraction images recorded at many58
probe positions.59
Electrochemical measurements60
Figure 1a shows the high specific capacities and cycling sta-61
bility exhibited at high voltage when increasing lithium and62
manganese contents in the cathode. Figures 1b and 1c, how-63
ever, illustrate that this high capacity is achieved at the cost of64
increased voltage fade over many cycles and more low volt-65
age activity is present on discharge, likely associated with a66
phase transformation in the cathode material. This low voltage67
electrochemical activity directly correlates with an increase in68
DC-resistance at lower states of charge, as seen in Figure 1d.69
It is desirable to keep this resistance low across the entire op-70
erating voltage range, to access a higher power density and71
more overall utilization of the cell’s energy. Understanding72
this material behavior from a structural perspective is central73
to explaining the electrochemical response, and can lead to74
future solutions addressing growth in cell resistance.75
X-ray diffraction76
In order to study the effect of composition on the structure77
of LMR NMC materials, three materials with different Li/TM78
ratios were prepared. The compositions of these three materi-79
als are shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction80
patterns of these three materials. As shown in Figure 2b, the81
intensity of peaks found between 20◦ to 30◦decreases with a82
decrease in Li/TM content. At the lowest value of Li/TM,83
the XRD pattern has a closer resemblence to that of layered84
oxides with a trigonal structure. However additional peaks85
between 20◦ and 30◦are still visible. It has been argued that86
XRD patterns cannot be used to confirm if the LMR NMC87
materials are two-phased, consisting of trigonal and mono-88
clinic components, or single-monoclinic-phased [9]. More-89
over, small peaks in this range of angles can also arise from a90
P3
1
12 structure that consists of (
√
3 X
√
3) R30◦superlattice91
ordering of the Mn, Ni and Co in the transition metal layer92
[10]. Therefore, a closer examination using techniques that93
provide higher spatial resolution, such as aberration-corrected94
STEM, was warranted. In the following sections, results from95
various electron microscopy experiments on these three com-96
positions will be presented.97
Structure of LMR NMC with high Li/TM ratio98
The structure of LMR NMC with a Li/TM ratio of 1.35 is99
shown in Figure 3. The structure is similar to that observed in100
a recently published study on LMR NMCwith high Li/TM ra-101
tio [6] and also to other LMRTMOs such as Li1.2Ni0.2Mn0.6O2102
[5]. Only a brief description is therefore provided here. Fig-103
ure 3b shows a typical HAADF image taken in [100]
supercell
104
direction, where the subscript supercell refers to a cell made105
by randomly stacking three variants of monoclinic structure106
fitted in an orthorhombic unit cell as described in reference107
[6]. The HAADF image exhibits the presence of doublets that108
correspond to transition metal columns, separated by a col-109
umn with lower intensity that consists of both transition met-110
als and lithium (called the "shared column" henceforth). The111
HAADF image also demonstrates the presence of domains112
that correspond to three different variants of monoclinic struc-113
ture, namely, [1 0 0], [1 1 0] and [1 1 0], shown using orange,114
blue and green colors, respectively. These variants give rise115
to streaks in a diffractogram as the individual reflections from116
these variants are very close to each other, as shown in the117
inset of Figure 3a. The intensity of the shared column is rel-118
atively consistent throughout the primary particle except for119
the variation due to the change in thickness, since the im-120
age was taken from a tapered region near the edge of the121
particle, as shown in Figure 3a. Any non-uniformity in this122
pattern is only occasional, but has slightly higher occurrence123
than that observed in LMR NMC with higher lithium, such124
as Li1.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13 [6]. EELS and XEDS maps taken125
with sub-nanometer resolution over several areas in different126
particles exhibited relatively uniform distribution of transition127
metals except at certain facets, where higher concentration of128
nickel was observed as shown in Figure 4.129
Structure of LMR NMC with medium Li/TM ratio130
As shown in the HAADF STEM image in Figure 5b that131
was taken using the [100]
supercell
zone axis, the amount of tran-132
sition metal in the shared column increases as compared to133
the high Li/TM sample and therefore the doublets, although134
present, are not as clearly seen. This effect can be observed135
more clearly in the line profiles shown in Figure 5c. In con-136
trast to the high Li/TM sample, the ratio of Li to TM in this137
shared column appears random in some of the rows. It should138
be noted that the intensity of the columns suggest that there is139
no mixing of Li and TM in the columns corresponding to the140
doublets and they most likely consist of transition metals only.141
The Fourier transform (FFT) of the image (shown in inset of142
Figure 5a) shows the two streaks between the rows of funda-143
mental spots, which are characteristic of the structure consist-144
ing of three monoclinic domains. The domains corresponding145
to [1 0 0], [1 1 0] and [1 1 0] can still be identified, although146
not as clearly as in the case of the high Li/TM sample. This147
structure was observed throughout the primary particle. It can148
be thus said that the entire structure consists of (disordered)149
monoclinic phase, which additionally exhibits local composi-150
tional variations. The Li/TM ratio of the shared columns is not151
constant throughout the particle, which results in some disor-152
der in the structure. Similar to the high Li/TM ratio sample,153
EELS maps taken with sub-nanometer resolution over several154
areas in different particles showed a relatively uniform distri-155
bution of transition metals, except for certain facets as shown156
in Figure 6.157
Structure of LMR NMC with low Li/TM ratio158
The sample with the smallest Li/TM ratio was studied in159
detail using HAADF imaging performed at various zone axes,160
giving a complete, 3-dimensional characterisation of its struc-161
ture. As shown in Figure 7a, the randomness of Li/TM ra-162
tio in the shared column described in the previous section is163
further increased in HAADF images taken using [100]
supercell
164
zone axis. This is shown more clearly in the image with higher165
magnification (Figure 7b) and the line profiles shown in Fig-166
ure 7c that correspond to the rows of atomic columns shown167
in Figure 7b. Certain rows show doublets like those seen in168
LMR NMC with a high Li/TM ratio (for example lines 2,169
4, 5, 10 and 12), because the Li/TM ratio in the shared col-170
umn is high. In some rows, a lower Li/TM ratio in the shared171
column leads to rows that do not show the doublet character172
clearly as shown in lines 3, 6, 8, and 11. Moreover, in many173
cases, this pattern changes even within the same row, with a174
few columns showing higher Li/TM ratio in the shared column175
(giving a doublet character) followed by several columns with176
lower Li/TM ratio, as shown in rows 1 and 6. The stacking177
of rows with higher and lower Li/TM ratio appears to have no178
ordering at the observed length scales. Thus, there is a lack179
of long range order and areas with high Li/TM ratio and those180
with low Li/TM ratio in the shared column are not extended181
over several nanometers. It should be noted that this apparent182
difference in structure, showing discontinuous rows of atomic183
columns with doublets and without is simply due to local com-184
positional variation, while the symmetry is the same for both185
kinds of regions. Both regions, with or without the appearance186
of doublets, are monoclinic. Furthermore, although there is a187
variation of composition at the atomic scale as shown by the188
HAADF STEM images, the distribution of transition metals189
in the bulk at the nanometer scale remains uniform, as shown190
in the EELS maps (Figure 8), except at certain facets that ex-191
hibited higher concentrations of nickel.192
Recent studies on LMRTMOs have suggested a presence of193
separate monoclinic and trigonal phases based on observation194
of elemental segregation, whereby Mn-rich areas are assigned195
to a monoclinic phase while remaining areas are assigned to196
a trigonal phase [11, 12]. It should be noted that although we197
observe a relatively uniform distribution of transition metals198
in the bulk of samples for all the compositions investigated199
in this study, observation of any non-uniformity in elemen-200
tal composition does not necessarily imply the presence of a201
two-phase composite structure consisting of separate (mono-202
clinic) and (trigonal) phases. Moreover, the homogeneity re-203
ported here refers to the results obtained from single grains204
(excluding any surfaces) and not over secondary particles as205
described in these reports that either involved grain boundaries206
between primary particles or Ni-rich surfaces. It has also been207
shown that even particles that appear to be made up of a single208
grain can in fact consist of several grains as shown recently209
by Yu et al [13]. The origin of the presence of these grains210
within a primary particle can be attributed to the presence of211
several equivalent {1 1 1} planes in the parent NaCl structure212
as described in detail by Jarvis et al [14] for Li1+xMnNiO2.213
The presence of these grains with different orientations and214
the resulting hidden surfaces within a primary particle further215
complicates structure determination of LMR NMC. Indeed,216
high resolution HAADF STEM imaging and spectroscopy re-217
sults obtained over discrete grains have shown that these ele-218
mental segregations are limited to surfaces, in agreement with219
our results [15]. The presence of grain boundaries within a220
primary particle is more common in LMRTMO prepared us-221
ing co-precipitation, a method used more commonly in com-222
mercial cathode materials, as compared to those prepared by223
molten salt method, which mostly results in discrete particles224
consisting of single grains [6, 16].225
HAADF images taken using the [1 0 3]
monoclinic
zone axis,226
which is orthogonal to the previously-discussed [100]
monoclinic
227
direction, further help in understanding the structure of LMR228
NMC. A HAADF image taken from a single variant of a LMR229
NMC with high Li/TM ratio would consist of two rows of230
atomic columns consisting of transition metals separated by231
a row of atoms with mixed Li and transition metals, giving a232
striped pattern. Three variants that are rotated 120◦ from each233
other would give rise to a criss-cross pattern as described in234
reference [6]. In the case of NMC with pure trigonal structure235
without any ordering of the transition metals, the intensity of236
all the columns (in the equivalent [0 0 1]
trigonal
direction) would237
be equal. In figure 7d, which shows the HAADF image taken238
on LMR NMC with low Li/TM ratio using a [1 0 3]
monoclinic
239
zone axis, a criss-cross pattern is clearly observed, but the240
column intensities are not uniform across the field of view,241
displaying a level of randomness at this length-scale. Fur-242
thermore, the diffractogram clearly shows extra spots present243
at 1/3rd and 2/3rd distance from the fundamental spot, con-244
firming the presence of all three monoclinic variants. Imag-245
ing the sample along the [0 0 1]
monoclinic
direction, on the other246
hand, gives a HAADF image that apparently looks very uni-247
form. This apparent absence of disorder in this projection is248
observed because the variants of monoclinic are stacked in249
such a way that columns corresponding to a mixture of transi-250
tion metals and lithium sit directly above a column consisting251
purely of transition metals, thus giving an averaged intensity252
for each column that appears uniform throughout the particle,253
as one would observe in a [0 0 1] direction of a pure trigonal254
phase. Faint {1 1 0} and {1 2 0} reflections can barely be seen in255
an FFT diffractogram taken from a HAADF image consisting256
of primarily (or only) one monoclinic variant. However, these257
reflections can be easily observed using an electron diffraction258
pattern as shown in Figure S1b, exemplifying how FFTs do259
not necessarily provide the same information as that obtained260
from electron diffraction patterns. These results also highlight261
the importance of using multiple techniques and zone axes262
for solving complex structures: While electron diffraction is263
more ambiguous for the [1 0 3]
monoclinic
direction than HAADF264
imaging, it can be useful for avoiding ambiguity fromHAADF265
imaging for the [0 0 1]
monoclinic
direction.266
0
In order to confirm that the structure of LMR NMC with267
a low Li/TM ratio consists of only the monoclinic structure268
throughout the primary particle, we performed STEM diffrac-269
tion imaging experiments, where a 2D image of the diffracted270
STEM probe was recorded over a 2D grid of probe positions,271
forming a four dimensional data that we will hereafter refer272
to as a “4D-STEM experiment.” These 4D-STEM experi-273
ments allow diffraction mapping on particles with large fields274
of view at high spatial resolution [17–19]. Figure 9a shows275
an electron diffraction pattern that was summed using 5625276
individual diffraction patterns obtained using a probe size of277
approximately 2 nm and a step size of 2 nm. The pair of278
streaks between the rows of the brighter fundamental reflec-279
tions are observed due to the closeness of diffraction spots280
corresponding to the [1 0 0], [1 1 0] and [1 1 0] variants of the281
monoclinic phase as described in Figure S2 in Supplemen-282
tary Information. Figure 9b shows the virtual apertures used283
for these three variants. The fundamental reflections, shown284
in gray are common for all three variants. As shown in Fig-285
ures 9c, d and e, the individual variants are not resolved as286
rows of atoms except for thin areas in the edges due to the287
aforementioned randomness in this structure, unlike the case288
of LMR NMC with a high Li/TM ratio shown in a previously289
published study [19] where the variants are clearly resolved290
using this technique. However, it can be noticed that the inten-291
sity from these three monoclinic variants are present roughly292
equally throughout the crystal. None of the 5625 frames in293
the dataset exhibited diffraction patterns without the streaks.294
The experiment was repeated using a step size of 5 nm over295
the entire primary particle, and identical results were obtained296
as shown in Figure S3 in the supplementary section. These297
observations show that there are no areas having long range298
order with a trigonal structure throughout the crystal (which299
would give only fundamental reflections without the streaks).300
It can be argued, however, that each diffraction pattern in301
the 4D-STEM data is an averaged diffraction pattern taken302
through the thickness of the sample, and the presence of any303
pure trigonal regions in the direction of the electron beam will304
not be observed in these patterns. To confirm that the en-305
tire particles indeed consisted of only the monoclinic phase306
throughout the particle and there was no misinterpretation due307
to the projection problem, we performed 4D-STEM experi-308
ments on the same particle using several zone axes and found309
identical results. Figures S4 in Supplementary Information310
shows the results obtained using the [3 0 2]
monoclinic
zone axis.311
Electron diffraction simulations for the monoclinic phase with312
a single variant in the [3 0 2] direction and a supercell made us-313
ing three monoclinic variants are shown in Figure S5 (Supple-314
mentary Information), along with an electron diffraction pat-315
tern for a trigonal structure in its equivalent direction ([7 7 2]).316
Although the slabs of monoclinic domains would overlap each317
other in this orientation, the spots corresponding to the mon-318
oclinic variants are well-separated and the 4D STEM diffrac-319
tion maps show that the entire particle is made up of a single,320
monoclinic phase.321
Although it is clear from these results that over the LMR322
NMC is not a "composite" material consisting of "structurally323
integrated" domains of Li2MnO3 and LiNiMnCoO2 as sug-324
gested by earlier reports [1, 3, 20, 21], there is another struc-325
tural model that also warrants consideration. Extra reflections326
in electron diffraction patterns in layered oxides, both with327
stoichiometric (Li = 1) and lithium-excess compositions have328
been attributed to long range ordering of the type (
√
3 x
√
3)329
R30◦[10, 22, 23]. Meng et al. [22] proposed that in the case of330
LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 and Li1.11Ni0.3Mn0.55O2, there is an in-plane331
(
√
3 x
√
3) R30◦ordering of Li, Mn and Ni ions such that332
the overall symmetry of the crystal is P3
1
12 with some C2/m333
stacking. Yabuuchi et al. [10] and Weill et al. [23] proposed334
similar in-plane ordering based on electron diffraction stud-335
ies for materials containing Ni, Mn and Co. We also consid-336
ered this possibility for the presence of faint reflections and337
streaks in electron diffraction patterns, although they can be338
clearly attributed to the presence of the three monoclinic vari-339
ants. We found that although the electron diffraction patterns340
simulated using a unit cell with a superstructure matches the341
experimental diffraction patterns for certain zone axes (such342
as [0 0 1]
trigonal
), the model fails for other zone axes, even high343
symmetry ones such as [0 1 0] and [1 1 0] as shown in Figure344
S6 in Supplementary Section, which shows electron diffrac-345
tion patterns simulated using the unit cell described in Refer-346
ence [10]. In fact, in a later publication, Boulineau et al. [24]347
described using a model example of monoclinic Li2MnO3 how348
a superstructure was not needed for the interpretation of these349
extra reflections and how they can be described simply by the350
stacking of variants of the monoclinic phase, as we suggest351
here. We agree with this interpretation and our results show352
that this is true for LMR NMC over a wide range of compo-353
sitions. This does not suggest that there is no short range or-354
dering or clustering, but the simulations make it clear that the355
extra reflections and streaks in electron diffraction patterns are356
formed principally due to the presence of monoclinic variants357
rather than to long range (
√
3 x
√
3) R30◦ ordering of transi-358
tion metals. The latter would also lead to extra reflections in359
the row of fundamental reflections, as shown in Figure S5 in360
Supplementary Information, which is clearly not observed in361
experimental patterns as shown in Figure S1.362
McCalla et al. studied the effect of cooling rate on combina-363
torial samples prepared for a Li-Co-Mn oxide system [25]. Al-364
though their system did not contain Ni, some of their findings365
can be related to the results obtained in the present study. They366
found that phase separation occurs for layered oxides synthe-367
sized using a very slow rate of cooling (∼ 1 ◦C/min), while it368
does not occur for samples prepared using intermediate cool-369
ing rates (∼ 10 ◦C/min), as used in the case of our samples and370
most commercial cathode materials. It was noted that at inter-371
mediate cooling rates, the system does not have sufficient time372
to make larger crystallites for each phase. They also observed373
that XRD patterns for the samples with compositions between374
LiCoO2 and Li2MnO3 that showed phase separation exhibited375
peak splitting, especially at the peaks around 45◦ and 65◦ 2θ,376
a feature that was absent in our XRD patterns. It should be377
noted that the phase separation for the compositions discussed378
by McCalla et al. do not refer to a coexistence of LiCO2 and379
1
Li2MnO3 phases.380
Effect of composition on surface structure381
Several studies have shown that the surface of LMR NMC382
has a different structure and composition than the bulk [26,383
27]. In a recently-published study on LMR NMC with higher384
Li/TM ratio [6], it was demonstrated that this surface is a385
spinel (typically Ni and/or Co enriched, based on the compo-386
sition) and has an orientation relationship with the bulk given387
by (0 0 1)
M
‖ (1 1 1)
S
, [0 1 0]
M
‖ [1 1 0]
S
, where subscripts M388
and S refer to the monoclinic and spinel phases, respectively.389
The role of this spinel surface layer vis-à-vis that of the bulk390
on electrochemical cycling and problems such as voltage fade391
and DC resistance rise is not clearly understood, in spite of392
several studies that have discussed the role of phase transfor-393
mations on the surface of the cathode particles [28–31]. In394
order to investigate the influence, if any, of Li/TM ratio on395
this surface layer and ultimately on the electrochemical per-396
formance of the cathode material, we studied the surface of397
the LMR NMC with the aforementioned compositions using398
HAADF STEM imaging, 4D-STEM, EELS and XEDS. We399
found that the Li/TM ratio hardly had any effect on the thick-400
ness, structure or composition of this surface layer. All the401
LMR NMC samples, irrespective of the composition, exhib-402
ited a spinel layer. EELS and XEDS experiments suggested403
that all the spinel surfaces exhibited a higher concentration of404
nickel at the expense of a lowering of manganese content at405
the surface as shown in Figures 4, 6 and 8. Figure 10 shows406
this spinel layer at higher resolution. Figures 10a and b show407
HAADF images taken on LMR NMC with medium Li/TM ra-408
tio using the [1 0 3]
monoclinic
zone axis, where an approximately409
2 nm thick spinel surface layer having a [1 1 2] zone axis is410
clearly visible. Similarly Figures 10 c and d show [1 1 0]
spinel
411
surface on LMR NMC with the lowest Li/TM ratio in [0 1 0]412
zone axis.413
As discussed earlier, non uniformity of transition metal dis-414
tribution reported in recent reports on samples with multiple415
grains can be attributed to the presence of grain boundaries416
and surfaces that are richer in Ni and Co . Figure 10d demon-417
strates how these non-uniformities can be observed even in418
case of a single grain. It is well-known that crystals often con-419
tain growth ledges [32], such as one shown using a red arrow420
in Figure 10d, which shows a hidden surface layer containing421
the spinel structure. Since the spinel surface is rich in nickel,422
an XEDS map taken in projection would show an area with423
relatively higher manganese content sandwiched between ar-424
eas with relatively higher nickel content.425
For comparison, we also studied the surface of a426
"stoichiometric" NMC with a nominal composition of427
LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 and found that the sample also exhibited428
a spinel surface with the same orientation relationship with429
the bulk as observed in LMR NMC studied. The fact that430
the thickness, relative composition and orientation relation-431
ship with the bulk does not change with change in Li/TM ratio432
suggests that the formation of this spinel layer is common for433
a wide variety of layered oxides. The materials in this study434
were prepared using a co-precipitation method described in435
the methods section, but similar results have been shown in436
LMR NMC made with other synthesis techniques such as the437
molten salt method [6, 16]. These studies suggest that the438
spinel, which most likely forms during the synthesis process,439
is a common occurrence in a wide range of layered oxides,440
including both lithium-rich and stoichiometric compositions.441
The spinel forms only on the unstable facet (which is also the442
facet corresponding to the path of lithium diffusion) and a few443
unit cells of spinel acts as a stabilizing layer. The surface of444
this spinel layer has a {1 1 1} facet, which is known to be a very445
stable surface [33]. It is not clear if this spinel layer facilitates446
the diffusion of lithium or hinders it, but the fact that pristine447
samples did not exhibit any change in the spinel with change448
in composition suggests that the changes in electrochemical449
performance (reduced voltage fade, capacity fade and DC re-450
sistance rise and decrease in capacity) is most likely due to451
the changes in the bulk structure of LMR NMC rather than to452
effects related to this surface layer.453
Conclusion454
In summary, the present study unambiguously demonstrates455
for the first time that even a small amount of excess lithium456
in LMR NMC results in a single phase monoclinic structure457
rather than in the parent trigonal structure of LiMO2, which458
is often assumed for layered oxides. While decreasing the459
lithium content resulted in a significant change in terms of or-460
der and atomic-level local composition in the bulk of LMR461
NMC primary particles, no noticeable change in structure,462
thickness or composition was observed on the surface spinel463
layer consistently observed on specific facets of these mate-464
rials. In the bulk, although the structure across the different465
compositions consists of an aperiodic arrangement of mono-466
clinic variants, there is an obvious decrease in order as we467
decrease the Li/TM ratio. The transition metal layer in LMR468
NMC, when examined along the [1 0 0] direction, consists of469
pairs of columns of transition metals separated by a mixed-470
content column consisting of both Li and transition metals.471
The ratio of Li/TM in this column is more or less uniform in472
LMR NMC with more excess lithium and it becomes random473
at lower amounts of excess lithium. We did not find regions474
with pure trigonal (LiMO2) or pure monoclinic phase con-475
sisting of manganese only as the transition metal (Li2MnO3).476
This observation is particularly relevant in the context of a477
drive towards higher-performance battery cathodes because it478
is a common practice to use extra lithium during the synthe-479
sis of stoichiometric lithium transition metal oxides in order480
to compensate for the loss of lithium during synthesis, and it481
is difficult to accurately confirm a stoichiometric composition482
(Li = 1) in these materials even with well-established tech-483
niques such as inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry.484
These structural observations are all the more important485
that we have also demonstrated in the case of compositions486
with lower Li/TM ratio a significant improvement in electro-487
chemical performance, especially with respect to voltage fade488
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and DC resistance rise, albeit at the cost of some decrease489
in capacity. The fact that the characteristics of the surface490
do not significantly change with changes in composition sug-491
gests that the transformation in the bulk of the cathode mate-492
rial might play a larger role in the manifestation of issues such493
as capacity fade, voltage fade and DC resistance rise. While494
there have been very detailed and systematic studies on the495
effect of cycling on phase transformation at the surface of lay-496
ered oxides [28, 29], it is often assumed in these studies that497
the surface has the same crystal structure as that of the bulk.498
The demonstration of the presence of a surface spinel layer499
on layered oxides with a wide range of compositions in this500
study therefore warrants a closer and detailed examination of501
pristine samples before studying any phase transformation that502
may occur upon cycling.503
Methods504
Materials synthesis: The lithium-rich NMC materials were syn-505
thesized by co-precipitation reaction, which has been described506
previously [34]. Typically, stoichiometric amounts of metal sul-507
fates were slowly dripped into a continuously-stirred tank reactor508
(CSTR), wherein sodium carbonate and ammonium hydroxide were509
also added. The reaction pH, agitation speed, and the temperature510
were carefully controlled so as to enable a complete precipitation511
reaction with a well-defined morphology. The metal carbonate pre-512
cursor was then mixed appropriately with lithium and calcined to513
form lithium-rich NMC cathode powders.514
Electrode preparation and electrochemical measurements:515
For coin cell testing, composite electrodes were prepared with 80%516
by weight of active material, 10% by weight of polyvinylidene fluo-517
ride binder (Kureha, Japan), 5% by weight of Super P carbon black518
(Timcal, Belgium), and 5% by weight of KS6 graphite (Timcal, Bel-519
gium) with 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (Sigma Aldrich, USA) as the520
solvent. The slurry was coated onto aluminum foil then dried in a521
vacuum at 120 ◦C for 2 hours. Celgard 2320 separator and a 1.2 M522
LiPF6 electrolyte solution in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate523
(BASF, USA) were used in the coin cells with lithium metal as the524
negative electrode. The coin cells were tested at different discharge525
currents corresponding to two cycles each at C/10, C/5, C/3, 1C, and526
2C, and then cycled at a C/3 rate for 50 cycles. The half cells were527
charged to 4.6 V in the first C/10 cycle, then subsequently cycled528
between 2.0 V and 4.5 V vs. Li/Li+ for all remaining cycles.529
For pouch cell testing, composite electrodes were prepared with530
92% by weight of active material, along with polyvinylidene flu-531
oride binder and conductive carbon additives, with 1-methyl-2-532
pyrrolidinone as the solvent. Positive electrodes with an area of533
12.75 cm2, a loading of 15 mg/cm2, and a density of 2.65 g/cm3534
were punched out of the resulting laminates. The positive electrodes535
were paired against graphite-based negative electrodes resulting in536
a ratio of negative to positive total capacity of 108%. The pouch537
cells were assembled inside an argon-filled glovebox with Celgard538
2320 separators and a 1.5 M LiPF6 electrolyte solution in 1:2 v/v539
ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate. The electrochemical test for540
the pouch cells consisted of charging the cell at C/20 up to 4.2 V,541
then relaxing the system for a substantial amount of time so as to542
stabilize the solid-electrolyte-interface (SEI) formed. After the rest543
period, the cells were charged to 4.6 V to activate the cathode and544
discharged to 2.0 V, then cycled a couple of times in the voltage545
range 2.0-4.4 V before the DC-R measurement was performed.546
The DC-Resistance (DC-R) measurement was performed during547
discharge at every 10% SOC after charging the cell to 4.4 V at a548
C/3 rate. The cell was discharged at a C/3 rate until 10% of the549
positive electrode’s total specific capacity was extracted; namely,550
the cell was discharged to 90% state of charge (SOC). After a 1551
hour rest, a 1C discharge pulse was performed for 10 seconds, and552
after a 5 minute rest, a 1C charge pulse was performed for 10 sec-553
onds. Subsequently, the cell was discharged until an additional 10%554
of the positive electrode’s total capacity was extracted and the 1C555
discharge/charge pulses were performed. Altogether, pulsing was556
performed every 10% SOC between 90-30% SOC and every 2.5%557
SOC between 30-10% SOC. The resulting area-specific impedance558
(ASI) in units of Ωcm2 was computed by multiplying the positive559
electrode’s area by the difference between the cell’s voltages after560
the 1 hour rest and after the 10 second discharge pulse divided by561
the pulse’s applied current (1C).562
Electron microscopy All the samples were studied using either a563
probe-corrected microscope operating at 100 kV accelerating volt-564
age using a convergence angle of approximately 30 mrad and a565
collection angle for HAADF images that was calibrated at 82-190566
mrad (SuperSTEM 2) or a probe-corrected microscope operating at567
80 kV accelerating voltage using a convergence angle of approxi-568
mately 30 mrad and a collection angle for HAADF images of 60-569
180 mrad (TEAM 0.5). XEDS maps with sub-nanometer resolution570
were obtained at 120 kV accelerating voltage using an FEI Titan571
microscope equipped with a quad-detector system. 4D-STEM maps572
(electron diffraction maps) with resolution ranging from 2 to 5 nm573
were obtained at 120 kV accelerating voltage using a Digital Mi-574
crograph script as described in reference [18]. Samples for elec-575
tron microscopy were prepared by drop casting a sonicated solution576
of LMRTMOs and anhydrous ethanol. HAADF STEM simulations577
were performed using a custom code that was prepared using details578
provided in reference [35].579
Other material characterization: Powder X-ray diffraction580
(XRD) was carried out with a Rigaku Ultima IV X-Ray Diffrac-581
tometer using Cu-K-alpha radiation. Elemental analysis was carried582
out using a Varian 715-ES inductively-coupled plasma optical emis-583
sion spectrometer (ICP-OES), which determined the molar ratios of584
Li, Ni, Co, and Mn present in each cathode material. Scanning elec-585
tron microscopy (SEM) using a Hitachi S4800 was used to assess the586
quality of samples prepared for the transmission electron microscopy587
(TEM) grid.588
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Table 1: Composition of LMRTMOs studied
Sample Li/TM ratio Chemical formula
High Li:TM 1.353 Li1.15Ni0.1748Mn0.496Co0.18O2
Medium Li:TM 1.222 Li1.1Ni0.227Mn0.438Co0.235O2
Low Li:TM 1.17 Li1.079Ni0.248Mn0.411Co0.263O2
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Figure 1: A comparison of electrochemical data for LMR NMC with low, medium, and high Li/M ratios: a) Specific capacity in half cell coin
cells over various discharge rates from C/10 up to 2C, then 50 subsequent cycles at a rate of C/3. The first charge was to 4.6 V, then all following
cycles were between 2.0-4.5 V vs. Li/Li+., b) Normalized average voltage over the 50 cycles in the half cells, c) Differential capacity plot for
the first cycle in the half cells, d) DC-resistance plot for the three systems in pouch cell full cells. The resistance was measured from 1C pulses
at every 10% SOC point over a C/3 discharge in the voltage window 2.0-4.4 V.
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Figure 2: X-ray diffraction: a) X-ray diffraction patterns for LMRTMO with different Li/M ratios, b) X-ray diffraction corresponding to 2θ from
19◦to 30◦with intensities scaled by a factor of 10 for clarity.
Figure 3: HAADF images for LMR NMC with high Li/M ratio: a) Low magnification HAADF STEM image and b) HAADF STEM image
showing domains corresponding to three monoclinic variants. Inset in a shows FFT of b.
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Figure 4: EELS and XEDS maps for LMR NMC with high Li/M ratio: a) EELS map at sub nanometer resolution and b) XEDS map covering
an entire primary particle. Both maps show relatively uniform distribution of transition metals except at certain facets, where high concentration
of nickel was observed.
Figure 5: HAADF images for LMR NMC with medium Li/M ratio: a) Low magnification HAADF STEM image, b) HAADF STEM image of
the area corresponding to the red square in a. Inset in a shows FFT of b, and c) line scans corresponding to eight rows in b. .
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Figure 6: EELS for LMR NMC with medium Li/M ratio: a) HAADF image and EELS maps showing relatively uniform distribution of transition
metals except at certain facets, where high concentration of nickel was observed. HAADF image taken at [0 0 1]
monoclinic
shows surface spinel
in [1 1 2] zone axis, as previously observed in Reference [6]
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Figure 7: HAADF images for LMR NMC with low Li/M ratio: a) HAADF image taken using [1 0 0]/[1 1 0]/[1 1 0]
monoclinic
zone axis showing
loss of order within the domains corresponding to the monoclinic variants, b) HAADF image with higher magnification of a section in a), c)
Line scans corresponding to the rows of atomic columns in b), d) HAADF STEM taken using [1 0 3]
monoclinic
zone axis , e) HAADF STEM
image taken using [0 0 1]
monoclinic
zone axis.
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Figure 8: EELS for LMR NMC with low Li/M ratio: a) HAADF image and EELS maps showing relatively uniform distribution of transition
metals except at certain facets, where high concentration of nickel was observed. Data was taken using [0 0 1]
monoclinic
zone axis. Spinel surface
is not visible on the edge due to the presence of tapered edge.
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Figure 9: 4D-STEM analysis of LMR NMC with low Li/M ratio: a) Summed diffraction pattern taken using [1 0 0]/[1 1 0]/[1 1 0]
monoclinic
zone
axis showing streaks corresponding to the three monoclinic variants b) image showing positions of masks corresponding to the three monoclinic
variant, c) virtual dark field image showing variant 1 ([1 0 0]) d) virtual dark field image showing variant 2 ([1 1 0]), e) virtual dark field image
showing variant 3 ([1 1 0]) and f) virtual dark field image of the LMR NMC particle.
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Figure 10: HAADF images showing surface spinel on LMR NMC particles: a) and b) HAADF images taken on LMR NMC with medium Li/TM
ratio using [0 0 1]
monoclinic
zone axis, c) and d) HAADF image taken on LMR NMC with low Li/TM ratio using [0 1 0]
monoclinic
zone axis.
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